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This presentation discusses the visualization design process of interactive tools for that analysis of human mobi-
lity. I present �ve main projects: 
In the “Ocean of Information” project we propose a tool to explore human movement dynamics in a me tropo-
litan area in the United States. By analyzing individual cell phone traces, we build a Human-City Interaction 
System for understanding urban mobility patterns at di�erent user-controlled temporal and geographical 
scales. Our tool is built to support the exploration and discovery of urban mobility patterns and the daily inte-
ractions of millions of people.
The “syn(c)ity” project illustrates the potential of a predictive, in-car recommendation system based on the 
real-time pro�ling of both the city and the driver. It connects analysis of the driver’s behavior and personal pre-
ferences with geographical data from the current location to successfully identify the set of activities relevant to 
the driver’s intentions. 
“Obama | One people” is an unprecedented analysis of Barack Obama’s Inauguration Day on January 20, 2009. 
In partnership with AT&T Labs, we created visualizations of mobile phone call activity that characterize the inau-
gural crowd and address the questions: Who was in Washington, D.C. for President Obama’s Inauguration Day? 
When did they arrive, where did they go, and how long did they stay?
“VisPolitics” brings together great political content and visualizations; we create distinct genres of politic data 
visualizations that are at once comprehensive, analytical, and graphically arresting.
“Cactus Project - Controllability of Complex Networks”; how to control a complex network with minimum 
number of nodes? For a given directed network, we calculate its maximum matching: a largest set of edges wit-
hout common heads or tails. From it we identify the minimum set of driver nodes to control. By injecting signals 
to those driver nodes, we can fully control the network. There is a “cactus” structure underlying the controlled 
network, which is the “skeleton” for controllability.


